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Green innovation inside
and out

A new 5,500 m2 innovation hub
and surrounding 60,000 m2
Green Innovation Park will use
advanced and novel technologies
in the facility’s design, construction, and operation.
see page 3

a weekly Aramco publication for employees

SPARK achieves 10 million safe
man-hours
King Salman Energy Park
(SPARK) achieves 10 million safe
man-hours during the first phase
of construction.

Aramco innovation: Where
plastic meets the road

Aramco is using recycled plastic
bottles, bags, etc., to make up to
10% of the asphalt used in the
North Jiddah Bulk Plant Expansion Project.

Energizing Kingdom’s
see page 4

northern frontier

Saudi Arabia’s first unconventional
gas project delivering to promises
see pages 6 and 7

North Arabia, Saudi Arabia’s first
unconventional gas project, has captured the
natural gas treasure trapped beneath the
sunbaked surface of the an-Nafud desert, in
the remote historical northern lands.
The project is delivering cleaner burning
natural gas for domestic power generation,
and contributing to a modern future for one
of the Kingdom’s least populated regions.

By wearing a face mask in 2020, we
hope to make 2021 face mask free.

wear a face mask

see page 5

iRead competition concludes
Ithra concluded the sixth version
of the National Reading Program
“iRead,” recognizing four participants as winners.
see page 10
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So don’t go outside
and be careless.
You wouldn’t go in here without protection.

The COVID-19 pandemic is still very much with us.
Let’s all do what we can to prevent a second wave
of infections and more restrictions.

It is critical to comply with physical distancing and hygiene guidelines.
Remember that personal safety isn’t just personal. It’s a commitment to help
protect ourselves, our families, and our communities.

the arabian sun
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by Srrah Algheithy

It is said that necessity is the true driver of innovation; yet in today’s world,
advancements in cutting-edge technology and unique solutions are what drive
industries to go further and faster than
ever before, to the extent that such advancements in innovation have become
the distinguishing factor that sets one
industry apart from its competitors. As
such, one could argue that innovation
itself has become the necessity.
“Innovation is the driver for growth
that allows us to capitalize on our challenges and transform them into opportunities to reach new heights of operational efficiency, productivity, and
sustainability, keeping Aramco at the
forefront of the competition,” said senior vice president of Technical Services,
Ahmad A. Al Sa’adi.
Committed to becoming a catalyst
for innovation, Al Sa’adi envisioned a
world-class idea hub that would bring
together employees and community
members in a collaborative and creative environment that would extend
the culture of innovation beyond company walls. This vision is being realized
though the creation of LAB7, an incubator and accelerator for the development
of ideas into commercialized products
that support the company’s strategic
and societal objectives.
Located beside the Kingdom’s first
commercial oil well, Dammam 7, the
center pays tribute to the Prosperity Well and will usher in a new era of
idea-driven prosperity. The 5,500 m 2
LAB7 innovation hub and surrounding
60,000 m2 Green Innovation Park is designed as a beacon of innovation, using
advanced and novel technologies that
visibly integrate innovation into every
aspect of the facility’s design, construction, and operation.
The building will consist of three
main segments: The Engineering Exhibition and two mirrored Manufacturing
Wings. The engineering structure provides an exhibition and common area
fully equipped with audiovisual technology, smart glass, and collaborative
spaces to inspire creativity and provide
a showcasing area. In contrast, the two
manufacturing wings serve as industrial manufacturing areas housing 14
individual workshops fully furnished
with the latest prototyping equipment
and functionality necessary to support
diverse product development capabilities.

Housing the design studios, electronics labs and light fabrication labs the engineering building provides innovators with the core incubation services,
resources, and collaborative spaces that cultivate the core of the innovation process.

Center technologies

By nurturing innovative ideas, hosting
exhibitions, and offering plentiful prototyping and fabrication spaces, the center
will provide opportunities for innovators, developers, and entrepreneurs to
tackle real-world problems and corporate challenges.

Construction technologies

The facility incorporates the use of sustainable and cost-effective nonmetallic
materials in various aspects of its structure, such as the façade and surrounding fencing. Nonmetallic materials offer
a lightweight, and corrosion resistant
structure that is easily installed and that
effectively reduces cleaning and maintenance needs.
Similarly, recycled material alternatives were also explored for the facility’s road construction. One of which is
the use of recycled rubber from old tires
to produce increased strength asphalt
roadways.

Built through the use of conXtech, a modular prefabricated structural
steel building system, the manufacturing wings are fully furnished with
the latest prototyping and fabrication equipment to support diverse
product development capabilities.

As innovators enter LAB7, they will be
greeted by seamless security access allowing visitors to easily wander through
various areas of the facility while access
authorizations are maintained by the
Smart Management System (SMS). This
system integrates with the building management system to significantly enhance
user experience by reducing physical access obstructions all while maintaining
the highest level of interbuilding security. Developed in-house, the SMS is an
example that LAB7 innovators can aspire
to as it is a working representation of the
tangible value added by the company’s
existing creative minds.
Also integrated into the building management system, is the power over Ethernet lighting system, which utilizes Ethernet for power and data transmission
to and from lighting fixtures, enabling
a high level of control over the lighting
system throughout the facility.
LAB7 innovators will be able to capitalize on the latest equipment and tools,
providing limitless possibilities of product development and manufacturing
ranging from 3-D printing, to vacuum
forming, and to circuit board printing.

Green Innovation Park
technologies

Just as nature interacts with its surroundings, the Green Innovation Park
utilizes artificial intelligence and ma-

Upon entering LAB7, innovators will be greeted by seamless security
access maintained by the in-house developed Smart Management System.

Innovation is the driver for
growth that allows us to
capitalize on our challenges and transform them
into opportunities to reach
new heights of operational
efficiency, productivity,
and sustainability, keeping
Aramco at the forefront of
the competition.

— Ahmad A. Al Sa’adi

chine learning to interact with visitors
through an architectural Jebel Monument that blends in with the surrounding rocky landscape. A harmonious integration of landscape, architecture and
sustainable technologies, the Green Innovation Park showcases green technologies that both physically and practically compliment nature, and harness the
subtlest of renewable potentials, such as
a simple breeze.
The park is scattered with various artificial trees such as wind turbine trees,
which use biomimicry to capture the rustling of wind through the leaves by the
use of small conical wind turbines that
imitate leaves and generate electricity
from the smallest wind movement. Similarly, carbon capture trees use organic
algae to replicate a tree’s ability to improve air quality and reduce pollution
while relying on advancements in biotechnology to do so at an amplified rate.
Through its incorporation of state-ofthe-art technology, novel solutions, and
sustainable design in every aspect, LAB7
stands as an inspirational monument of
creativity and exemplifies the true meaning of innovation inside and out. Leading by example, Technical Services has
created an inspiring environment built
completely on the same values of innovation and human potential, which they
seek to unleash throughout the company and beyond.
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achievement: 10 million safe man-hours
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As the King Salman Energy Park
(SPARK) nears the 60% completion
mark on its first phase of construction,
crews are celebrating the achievement of 10 million safe man-hours
worked without any lost-time injuries
(LTIs).

ect with zero LTIs. Al Sayed also conveyed the appreciation message from
Abdulkarim A. Al Ghamdi, vice president of Project Management, who
congratulated the SPARK and contractors’ management on this great
achievement.

Achieving the milestone required
closed monitoring of field activities in
which more than 6,000 safety behavior observations and focus inspections
were conducted by the team since
May 18. It also required close coordination between 15 “work packages”
across the 15 km 2 site involving separate contractors, third-party contractors, and multiple external agencies,
as well as new SPARK plot developers.

An ingredient in the safety success
story is the continuous safety training emphasized by management.
The SPARK Project Management
Team (PMT) Division’s senior project
manager has initiated focused safety
training involving certified instructors.
This initiative has intensely benefited
safety awareness of contractors and
PMT personnel.

Murad A. Al Sayed, general manager of Maritime, Building and Infrastructure Project Management, attended the celebration and praised
this remarkable achievement involving a significant number of multinational workers. He encouraged everyone to maintain the momentum to
reach the 20 million safe man-hour
milestone, and to complete the proj-

Moreover, weekly safety walkthrough inspections by the SPARK
PMT and contractor management
demonstrate their commitment to
achieve the zero accident objective
and address any safety concerns with
a plan of action to mitigate any potential safety issues.
Teams review work permits constantly, especially on high risk ac-

The SPARK PMT conduct a site safety meeting in preparation for the erection of girders at the
eastern SPARK entrance interchange bridge.

t i v i t i e s . F o r i n s t a n c e , m o re t h a n
15,000 tons of concrete girders have
been successfully lifted and erected
at SPARK entrances, i.e., Qurrayah
Road and the Abqaiq Highway interchanges, while safely maintain-

ing the usual heavy traffic movement.
Apart from site development, Phase 1
includes a huge geographical area with
23 km of Eastern Peripheral Road connecting SPARK to the Abqaiq-Dammam
highway, 59 km of electrical overhead
transmission lines and towers from the
Shedgum Bulk Substation, and 63 km
of water supply pipeline from the Aziziah Reverse Osmosis plant.
Enforcement of strict safety procedures continuously ensures that work
on this massive project with over
3,000 workers continues nonstop,
especially throughout the peak of
COVID-19 restrictions by adhering to
the precautionary measures set by the
Ministry of Health.
Managing safety is never an easy
task, but with the full commitment of
SPARK management, it is possible to
achieve these exceptional results.

Initiative brings a green touch to Aramco projects

Checklist of Native Trees of (Eastern and Central Province in Saudi Arabia)

by Buniyan H. Mustenair

Maintain Potential (MP) Gardens is an
environmental initiative by the Onshore
Maintain Potential Projects Department
(OMPPD) to plant and preserve renewable environmental resources and plants
threatened with extinction, which requires protection from human encroachments and pollution in all forms.
MP Gardens will spread inside and outside existing OMPPD Project Management Team (PMT) main camps in southern, central, and northern areas. The
outside topography around the camps
will be preserved unchanged. The MP
Garden’s trees and plantations, which
are recommended by Saudi Aramco’s Environmental Protection organization and
supplied by the Ministry of Environmental, Water and Agriculture, are selected
carefully from within each area, to be
self-sufficient most of the year in water
consumption.
The MP Gardens will be irrigated with
available treated water from existing
sewage treatment plants at the PMT

Species Name

Fares A. Al-Shammari, senior project engineer
(A) and MP Garden reps planting trees at the
inauguration.

camps. Natural flow with modern irrigation techniques are used, including drip
and sprinkler irrigation. Eventually, the
MP Gardens will rely entirely on natural
irrigation, such as seasonal rainfall, flood
irrigation and dew, without any human
intervention.
The MP Gardens are expected to absorb as much carbon dioxide as what
50,000 average cars produce annually,
and will produce in a season enough
oxygen for about 500,000 people to
breathe in a year.

Habitat

Type

Max. Height
(meter)

Water Quality
Water
Maintenance
TDS (ppm) Consumption*

Acacia ehrenbergiana

Rocky Sandy

Tree

7m

2,500

Low

Low

Acacia nailotca ssp indica

Sandy & Rocky Sandy

Tree

6-9 m

8,000

Low

Low

Acacia tortilis

Sandy & Rocky Sandy

Tree

12 m

2,000

Low

Low

Acacia etbaica

Rocky & Wadies

Tree

2-12 m

3,500

Low

Low

Acacia gerrardii

Sandy & Rocky

Tree

8-10 m

3,500

Low

Low

Acacia raddiana

Sandy

Tree

2-5 m

N/A

Low

Low

Acacia seyal

Sandy & Rocky

Tree

12 m

1,800

Low

Low

Ceratonia siliqua

Sandy & Rocky

Tree

4-10 m

1,800

Med

Med

Faidherbia albida

Wetlands & Wadies

Tree

15-25 m

1,800

Low

Low

Maerua crassifolia

Sandy & Rocky

Tree

5m

5,000

Low

Low

Prosopis cineraria

Sand & Rocky

Tree

5-15 m

30,000

Low

Low

Prosopis koelziana

Sandy

Tree

12 m

N/A

Low

Low

Tamarix aphylla

Most types of soil

Tree

6-15 m

20,000

Low

Med

Tamarix passerinoides
var Macrocarpa

Mainly wetlands and
any type of soil

Tree

3-5 m

16,000

Low

Low

Ziziphus nummularia

Sandy

Tree

2m

9,000

Low

Low

Ziziphus spina-christi

Sandy & Rocky Sandy

Tree

7-14 m

8,000

Low

Low

Calligonum comosum

Sandy

Shrub

2-3 m

5,500

Low

Low

Capparis spinosa

Sandy

Shrub

1m

2,000

Low

Low

Capparis decidua

Sandy

Shrub

1m

N/A

Low

Low

Haloxylon persicum

Sandy

Shrub

2-4 m

5,000

Low

Low

Lawsonia inermis

Most types of soil

Shrub

4-6 m

1,000

Med

Med

Rhanterium epapposum

Sandy

Shrub

1m

3,000

Low

Low

Salvadora persica

Most types of soil

Shrub

3-7 m

20,000

Low

Low

Stipagrostis plumosa

Sandy

Herb

0.6 m

8,000

Low

Low

Avicennia marina

Coastal

Shrub

2-3 m

40,000

High

Low

*Water Consumption: Low = 1-9 liters of water (L/W), Medium = 10-20 L/W, High = > 20 L/W
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Technology and skills of the future take center
stage at pipelines forum
Abqaiq — The Southern Area Pipelines Department recently hosted the
inauguration of the Pipelines Technical Exchange (PTEx). PTEx is a forum
designed to bring together like minded individuals from across pipelines to
share their knowledge and expertise
both formally through presentations
and informally through networking.
During the opening remarks, Pipelines general manager Mohammed A.
Al Hatlani emphasized on the importance of innovation and technology to
all aspects of work.
“Quite often innovation and inventions are very simple things that

bridge a gap or help ease the way in
which we execute a task, they touch
all areas of our business making
things happen safer, sooner, faster, or
in a more cost-effective way,” he said.
The presentations commenced with
a keynote speech delivered by Jesse
M. Lapierre from the HR Admin Area
on “The Future of Work,” focusing on
the relationship between technology
and skills of the future. Lapierre noted, “Regardless of the speed and uncertainty of change in the future, it’s
important to remember that there is
a human at the beginning and end of
everything we do. The most effective
technological advances are comple-

mentary to people skills like creativity, innovation, and complex problem
solving.”

PTEx hosted a total of 11 presentations with approximately 100 attendees. The presentations covered
various topics, including HR, pipeline
economics, and pipeline integrity and
reliability programs. The forum also
included an interactive Toastmaster
session consisting of several table topics.
PTEx also included a virtual technology exhibition consisting of 15 different “virtual booths.” The exhibition
served as a platform for sharing best

5

practices and initiatives. This entire
event was conducted virtually as Pipelines continued to meet its operations
and maintenance mandates, including HR developments through technical exchange and knowledge transfer,
with swift and full adaptation to the
current pandemic situation. This reflects well on the Pipelines’ team resilience as well as the extreme care provided by the company and Pipelines
management to its employees.
Going forward, PTEx will be conducted on a quarterly basis as it is
now considered an additional vehicle
for ensuring timely growth and development for Pipelines’ employees.

Moving from a linear to a circular carbon economy

Aramco innovation is where the plastic meets the road

Embracing the concept of a circular
carbon economy and the goals set
forth in Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030,
Aramco puts into action an innovation
to open an outlet and industry that
transforms used plastic to help build
up the Kingdom’s roads.
Plastic waste has become a major issue in recent times and poses risk of
environmental pollution. The technology of using plastic waste in road construction provides a circular economy
that contributes to the continuous use
of recycled plastic to reduce the use of
raw materials and reduction of waste
disposal, reducing pollution resulting
from its manufacture and associated
carbon emissions. Recycled plastic consists of used plastic bottles, bags, and
other plastic packaging materials.

An ongoing concept introduced by
Aramco under the Corporate Green Energy Program was at this time looking

To ensure specifications are met, the
temperature of the asphalt mixture is measured
before work begins.

to transform local waste plastic into a
resource to be used for road construction following the successful pilot at
Hawiyah carried out by the Consulting Services Department (CSD) in 2019,
where imported recycled plastic was
employed. The innovative concept is
to turn local waste plastic into a form
of asphalt — recycled plastic asphalt
— for use in the Kingdom’s road pavement construction and maintenance.

Adopting the principles of a circular
carbon economy principle to reduce
the use of new materials and adopting
recycled materials use, Environmental
Protection (EP), CSD, the Western Region Distribution Department (WRDD),
and the Distribution and Terminal
Projects Department (D&TPD) jointly
collaborated to successfully complete
an extended recycled plastic pavement
pilot project at the Yanbu’ Hub Projects/North Jiddah Bulk Plant Expansion Project BI-10-02399. The expectation is that this extended pilot will
perform better as the technical acceptance criteria achieved were in higher
order than the pilot in Hawiyah, which
provides a promising opportunity toward utilizing local recycled plastic in
future road construction.
The use of plastic in road pavement
is a sustainable and an environmentally friendly construction option and has
proven to improve the strength and
stiffness of the asphalt concrete mix
and improve the durability and overall performance of the asphalt pavements. The use of plastic can improve

An innovative concept to turn the recycled plastic waste into a form of asphalt was implemented by
Aramco at the North Jiddah Bulk Plant Expansion Project. (Photos: Ahmad El Itani/MPD)

the performance grade of the asphalt
binder, so that it resists the temperature and traffic loading experienced in
the Kingdom.
Adding recycled plastic to the asphalt reduced the amount of bitumen
in the asphalt mix to up to 10%, making it a good economical choice. This
also reduces the maintenance interventions and reduce life cycle costs.
The section for this pilot was 400
meters long, and 5 meters wide. The
piloted section will be monitored
throughout the year to ensure per-

formance and durability under daily
use conditions. Once approved, the
new method will be included in company standards with subsequent outreach to the national stakeholders for
Kingdomwide implementation.
Adopting this technology at this test
site comes after the successful execution of the Rubber Asphalt Pilot Project implemented in early 2020. The
evaluation and implementation of
both projects could not have been accomplished without the support and
partnership from EP, CSD, WRDD, and
D&TPD.

Energizing Kingdom’s northern frontier
November 11, 2020
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by Janet Pinheiro

North Arabia
delivers cleaner
burning natural gas
to two customers. A
30 inch pipe takes
natural gas to the
Saudi Electricity
Company, and a
smaller 16 inch pipe
goes to the
Ma’aden Wa’ad Al
Shamal Phosphate
Company.

(Photos: Hasan Al-Mubarak/MPD)

Hidden snugly hundreds of meters beneath the wide northern horizons of the
Kingdom’s rocky an-Nafud desert sands
lies a formidable, but sweet, gas.
Three years ago, Aramco set out to
tame the energy treasure trapped a few
kilometers from the Kingdom’s northern borders, sleeping within the ancient
gateway to the Arabian Peninsula.

Pioneering operational spirit

Humble enthusiasm surrounds the operators as
they work to care for the highly automated five processing facilities and associated wells on North Arabia’s front line.
To operate the site’s highly automated facilities,
North Arabia’s workforce received training for specif-

Unconventional Resources Gas Operations Development Department manager Mazen A. Al-Khayyal said the high
aspirations the project set for itself saw
North Arabia record historical rates of
sales gas production last summer during
peak demand.
“During the peak demand period of
summer, North Arabia worked with exceptional reliability, and to the company’s highest environmental standards,
to deliver cleaner fuel to Wa’ad Al
Shamal’s energy efficient combined cycle power plant,” said Al-Khayyal. “Aramco is contributing to the prosperity
of Saudi Arabia’s far northern region by
providing cleaner energy to the Kingdom’s residents and businesses, a rapidly developing vibrant economy and
creating direct and indirect jobs.”

Above 90% local employment
For North Arabia, Al-Khayyal says Aramco heavily invested in local communities by reaching out to hire and train
young staff from the region’s settlements such as Turaif, Arar, and Al-Jouff.
“More than 90% of Aramco staff
in North Arabia are locals,” said AlKhayyal. “Our recent record milestone
in sales gas production, achieved in a
safe and efficient manner, is reflective of
the significant investment in training for
local staff.
“We provided technical and safety training to our employees to enable
them to work with high-tech equipment
such as state-of-the-art gas power generators, air and gas compressors, and renewable solar technologies,” he added.

Delivering
unconventional future

Unconventional gas is an important
energy source for the Kingdom’s future,
providing cleaner fossil fuel for power
generation, and as a feedstock for petrochemicals.

Opened in July, buildings at North Arabia’s new
industry support facility include operations
maintenance engineering, maintenance, wells
services, custody metering area, radio shop,
materials warehouse, heavy- and light-duty
vehicles maintenance building, ration station,
dining hall, and mosque.

Saudi Arabia’s first unconventional gas
project is delivering on its expectations
— supplying cleaner energy, developing

North
Arabia

North Arabia
unconventional project

• Gas processing facility
• L ocated in Saudi Arabia’s
Northern Borders region
• S audi Arabia’s first
unconventional asset

Yet, until relatively recently, conventional thought was unconventional gas
was too complex and costly to extract.
Currently the company’s unconventional efforts focus on three areas: North
Arabia, South Ghawar, and the Jafurah
Basin.
In February, regulatory approval was
received to develop the Kingdom’s largest nonassociated gas field to date, the
170 × 100 km Jafurah unconventional
gas field, with an estimated 200 trillion
standard cubic feet of rich raw gas.

Finest gas

Unconventional gas, with less porous and denser rock structures, such
as shale rock or tight sands, cannot be
explored or produced by conventional
processes.
Generally, North Arabia gas accumulations are within channel sands. Scattered along the channels are numerous
porous sands — called sweet spots —
which are saturated with commercial
quantities of natural gas, and enclosed
by tighter rocks.
North Arabia gas is a premium hydrocarbon. It is both sweet — requiring
minimal treatment as no hydrogen sulfide is present — and dry, meaning no
liquid hydrocarbons require removal.
The only fluid requiring separation
from this finest gas is water.

Dammam
Riyadh

Distinctive modular difference

a thriving local economy, and flattening
the company’s unconventional learning
curve.

With a first cursory glance, North Arabia may appear similar to many conventional onshore Aramco production facilities. However, take a closer look in the
field operations, and you will discover
distinctive differences.
Stubbornly, North Arabian gas will not
economically come to you. Instead, you
have to go to the gas. This puts the gas
firmly in charge of the extraction and
processing infrastructure design and
configuration.
Instead of one centralized process
facility, North Arabia has five smaller
dispersed separation facilities, newly termed satellite processing facilities
(SPF).
North Arabia Unconventional Resources Operations Division superintendent Sultan S. Shehri said the gas is
being brought naturally to the surface
through its own pressure.
“More costly compression, however, would be required to push the gas
to a typical conventional setup of one
central processing facility,” said Shehri.
“Multiple satellite facilities is more economic for North Arabia.”
The SPFs and their 50 wells are a modular design, meaning they have the capability to be relocated for reuse at another location. “The modular design of
North Arabia’s processing infrastructure
supports the circular economy, where
resources are continually reused rather
than wasted,” added Shehri.

Jafurah
Basin

• Unconventional gas
commercial production:
-C
 ommenced May 2018
- s ales gas supplied to power
plant in Wa’ad Al Shamal

Outside operator supervisor Abdul Aziz Reweli
at satellite processing facility, system B2.

• People:
Above 90% local
employment

On an average workday, he will typically travel
around 200 km on skid roads with sharp rocky surfaces, which become muddy when it rains. Previously
working at Hawiyah gas production unconventional,

Alotaibi describes North Arabia as “exciting.”
“I was here from the beginning and saw every inch
of pipe,” he says proudly. “When you leave your
family, you are challenged to build up your mind,
and North Arabia is a good chance to work with unconventionals.”

North Arabia has five smaller dispersed separation facilities; each
named a “satellite processing facility”
(SPF).

self-sufficiently, each SPF produces its
own power from a localized gas generator, and solar panels energize the
control systems.

The core role of the SPF is to remove
water from the gas through their dehydration system. The produced water is
then evaporated in a settling pond.

Outside operator supervisor Abdul
Aziz Reweli lives south of Turaif and
worked for eight years at Safaniyah,
in the Tanajib plant. Joining the North
Arabia team in November 2019, he says
the facility is geographically scattered,
with many wells, requiring operators to
travel long distances.

The Kingdom’s Northern Borders region is remote. There are no local power grids to energize the facilities, so,

“Sweet gas processing is relatively
easy,” said Reweli. “There is only one
treatment, the dehydration system.
“Advances in technology mean unconventional gas now costs less to produce. Unconventional gas is the future.
It is a new energy source producing
fewer emissions.
“It is exciting to have an Aramco production facility here in the Kingdom’s
northern region,” he beams.

Designed for climate extremes
Industrial Training Center for 18
months.

A region of climate extremes, northern Saudi Arabia has long hot summers, cool winters with frost, and
snow is possible.
Outside operator Abdulmajeed E.
Alenazi explains how a methanol injection skid at each North Arabia well
prevents low winter temperatures
from crystalizing the gas (hydrate).
He says the central control room
monitors the temperature of the gas,
and adding methanol avoids hydrate
formation.
Coming from Arar, the Northern Borders region capital, Alenazi
has worked for two years at North

Digital eye on operations

Console operator Turki M. Almughamisi
works in North Arabia’s central control room.

Technology is key to unlocking unconventional gas.
North Arabia’s five processing fa-

• Production from four fields:
- Umm Wual
- Jalamid
- Jalamid North
- Jalamid South

ic operational scenarios. Outside operator Abdulelah
M. Alotaibi joined North Arabia in 2017.
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Dispersed self-generating processing

Significantly, through successfully releasing the elusive gas by natural pressure out of its sandstone corners into
commercial production, Aramco’s greenfield North Arabia project has cost-effectively commissioned Saudi Arabia’s first
unconventional gas project.

High aspirations

Saudi Arabia’s first unconventional
gas project delivering to promises
company news

Outside operator Abdulmajeed E. Alenazi
conducts a gas test at North Arabia’s
unconventional well JLMN-62, one of Aramco’s
first wells powered by solar off-grid systems.

Arabia. Previously at ‘Uthmaniyah
for two years, the outside operator
trained as an operator at Dammam

cilities and their associated wells
operate substantively through automation. Many electronic eyes are
permanently fixed on North Arabia’s
values, pumps, and other infrastructure.
The eyes feeds bytes of monitoring
data into the central control room,
and keeping a human eye on the
electronic information is console operator Turki M. Almughamisi. Starting as an outside operator 18 months
ago, he has been a console operator
for 14 months.
“You learn how things operate by
working outside on the facilities,”

• Two customers:
-M
 a’aden Wa’ad Al Shamal Phosphate Company
- S audi Electricity Company 1,390 megawatt combined cycle power plant for
new local industrial city, Wa’ad Al Shamal, operating with high industrial
efficiencies, producing power for local residences, businesses, and industries.

When asked if he would be interested to work at North Arabia, he
welcomed the opportunity. “It was
a chance to be close to home, with
my wife and family. North Arabia is a
new project uplifting the local economy, and making the region and its
services better than before, and a
cleaner energy supply without hydrogen sulfide,” said Alenazi.
Asked what he would do if Aramco
asked him to work at another facility,
his immediate answer is, “Of course I
would go, it is my duty.”

said Almughamisi. “You see the
valves, the motors, you do the trouble shooting.
“The control room is a lot of responsibility as you can open or close the
facility. Opening the wrong valve will
cause a mistake, and an important
part of my job is keeping the operators safe,” he said.
Born in Turaif, Almughamisi studied for an electrical apprenticeship,
before joining Aramco’s Ras Tanura Industrial Training Center for 18
months. “Aramco is bringing prosperity to Turaif through North Arabia,”
he adds.

Outside operator Ali M. Asiri checks the outgoing
customer pipes area in North Arabia’s custody
metering area.

Two local customers

Sounding out into the quiet air of North
Arabia’s custody metering area is the
high-compression swish of sales gas racing
through 16 and 30 inch pipes.

The gas is on a direct journey to deliver
cleaner energy to Turaif’s remote mining
and industrial project, Wa’ad Al-Shamal.
Outside operator Ali M. Asiri says in the custody metering area, the gas exits the company’s pipes into the outgoing customer pipes.
“The bigger 30 inch pipe goes to the Saudi Electricity Company, and the 16 inch pipe
is for the Ma’aden Phosphate Company,”
explains Asiri, who holds a chemical engineering diploma, and studied for one year
at Aramco’s Ras Tanura Industrial Training
Center. A Turaif resident, Asiri has worked
as an outside operator for two years, and
is proud to be part of Saudi Arabia’s first
unconventional project.
“I do routine checks on the SPFs, take the
gas test, look for abnormal things, and do
housekeeping like cleaning sand off the
infrastructure and motors. Thank you Aramco for giving Turaif citizens this chance. I
hope it expands more,” said Asiri.

One of North Arabia's five
dispersed satellite
processing facilities, which
all operate substantively
through automation, as well
as their associated wells.
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community news

by Fatimah A AlAnsari and Seema Nanda

Ras Tanura — October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month — an annual
international campaign aimed at educating people about the importance of
early screening, testing, and preventative measures to reduce the risk of
breast cancer — a disease that is sadly responsible for 458,000 deaths each
year.
The Ras Tanura (RT) Recreation Services Unit supported the global effort
by hosting a series of events and activities planned at increasing breast cancer
awareness among women throughout
October. The event, “Hope: Najmah
Come Together,” focused upon unifying efforts by establishing a strong
identity as corporate citizens. Men and
women from the community were invited to share personal stories regarding people living with breast cancer
and survivors. They chanted phrases
tied into the event theme (HOPE) such
as “hope,” “optimism,” “prevention,”
and “early detection.” The “Pink Rope
Walk” involved community volunteers
completing a brisk 2-km stroll along
the beautiful beach path while maintaining social distancing and holding a
pink rope as a symbol of breast cancer
awareness.

The event started and finished at
the Surf House patio, which was specially decorated in pink for the occasion. Awareness efforts continued
with a virtual challenge titled “Step
Up to Breast Cancer” where community residents were challenged
to walk or run 10,000 steps. The RT
Recreation Services Unit awarded
three lucky random winners with a
special gift for their tremendous efforts.

Najmah Library distributed “Awareness Bags” to their customers in a show
of solidarity to the campaign. Female
employees working in the Northern
Area/Western Region Community Services Department were likewise pleasantly surprised to find a special breast
cancer awareness gift bag placed at
their workstations.

nity volunteers, and live footage from
the events were displayed throughout
the community screens.
Breast cancer is the most common
cancer in women worldwide, both in
developed and developing countries. It
is for this reason that the RT Recreation
Services Unit has, and will continue, to
proudly spread hope to women within
our company, community, and further
afield.

Aramcon wins two medals for rowing skills
An awareness video with inspiring
messages from employees and commu-

When the national bobsled team for
Jamaica arrived at the ’88 Olympics,
more than a few eyebrows were raised
in surprise.

Weirmier has competed in both
on-water and indoor rowing events
since the early 1990s, initially as a
junior rower, and most recently as a
master’s athlete. The prospect of rowing opportunities in Saudi Arabia is
long overdue, she says. “There’s plenty
of good water for developing a rowing program on the Arabian Gulf,” she
says.

You can expect the same reaction
when the Saudi Rowing Federation
(SRF) sends its first athletes to its first
Olympic rowing competition.
The idea is not far-fetched, and a
group of dedicated Saudis have been
working since March 2019 to bring the
dream of Olympic prowess into reality. “Our goal is to be in the top five
[most popular] sports in the Kingdom
by 2030,” explains media and communication manager Abdulsalam Alshehri, “and to achieve a medal at the 2032
Olympics.”
According to Alshehri, the SRF got
off to a strong start by winning a
bronze medal in the men’s event at the

Left to right: Malak Alhajri (3rd place), Deema
Alfaris (2nd place), and Jessica Weirmier (1st place).

From left, Maytham Alhajji (2nd place), Imad
Yussef (1st place), and Musa Alolayan (3rd place).

Asia Indoor Rowing Championships in
March 2019. Fast-forward to October
2020 and the SRF’s first-ever indoor
competition, the Riyadh Preparatory
Race, where Aramcon Jessica Weirmier of Dhahran won first place in both
the women’s 2,000 meter and the 500
meter events.

the morning and was followed by the
men’s event in the afternoon.

“About a year ago I was searching ‘rowing — Middle East’ on the
internet,” says Weirmier. “I came
across the SRF website, signed up to
get event updates emailed to me, and
out of the blue, there in my inbox was
the opportunity to compete in Riyadh
on Oct. 2.”

“Rowing in Saudi Arabia is in its very
early stages,” says Weirmier. “It was
thrilling to be racing among the Kingdom’s future elite female athletes.”

The indoor regatta was the culmination of a week-long intensive athlete
camp held to identify and develop
the Kingdom’s rowing potential, says
Alshehri. Both the men’s and women’s
camps were attended by 12 athletes,
and it culminated with the race in Riyadh. The women’s event was held in

There was room for two additional racers at the preparatory race, and
Weirmier was invited based on a qualifying time she submitted to event organizers.

The purpose of the athlete development camp was to promote rowing
in the Kingdom, increase participant
capacity, and identify talent to be recruited to the National Team, explains
Alshehri.
To that end, the SRF has hired the
coaching talents of Dan Janes as technical director, program director Matthew Tarrant, and head coach Bill Barry.

Up next for SRF is the Saudi Rowing
Indoor Championship on Dec. 9. This
will be the first official tournament
held under the umbrella of the Saudi
Rowing Federation, says Alshehri. It
is sponsored by HRH Prince Abdulaziz
bin Turki Al-Faisal, Minister of Sports
and Chairman of the Saudi Olympic
Committee. The competition will be
open to allow the participation of as
many athletes as possible, he adds.
The SRF has upcoming opportunities for Saudis interested in learning
the sport. Anyone can sign up for
email updates by visiting the website: www.saudirowing.ca. The SRF is
on Instagram/Twitter: @saudirowing.
Additionally, you can find out more
information by emailing: info@saudirowing.sa.

Results

•2
 ,000 M mens: 1st Emad Youssef
6:32.9; 2nd Maytham Alhajji 6:46.9;
3rd Mousa Alolayan 6:49.4
•5
 00 M mens: 1st Emad Youssef
1:21.2; 2nd Maytham Alhajji 1:25.8;
3rd Mousa Alolayan 1:27.2
•2
 ,000 M womens: 1st Jessica Weirmier 7:44.1; 2nd Deema Alfaris 7:50.3;
3rd Malak Alhajri 8:16.3
•5
 00 M womens: 1st Jessica Weirmier
1:46.8; 2nd Deema Alfaris 1:48.3;
3rd Malak Alhajri 1:49.8
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Well-being
Caring for your health and wellness

How

T h e S i l v e r L i n i n g s P l a y b o o k t o C O V I D -1 9 :

by Layal AlKhatib

Living with the “new normal” during
COVID-19 is probably one of the hardest
challenges we have had to face this year.
To thrive in our lives these days, we need
to adopt small daily habits to uplift us
and give us hope, we need to look for the
silver lining. That can start with looking
inwards and feeling grateful.
Studies have shown that practicing
gratitude has a positive effect in helping
people manage their stress, and people
who regularly expressed gratitude took
better care of themselves mentally and
physically, which improved their immune
system.

How can you foster gratitude?

Keep a gratitude journal to write down
two to three things you are grateful for
every day, or try to express gratitude to
your family, friends, and the people you
work with. Try incorporating gratitude
into your daily habits and keep reminders so that this becomes second nature to
you. You will automatically start to see
the silver lining to the challenges you are
dealing with.
Dr. Ahmed Almai, a Consultant Child
and Adolescent psychiatrist advises:
“Negative self-talk can affect your life in
many ways. Be optimistic, show gratitude
for everything you have and life will be
happier.”
At this moment you might be thinking, “How could there be a silver lining

to COVID-19?” Well, if you can’t think of
any, let’s hear from some of our JHAH heroes who are working on the front-lines
and behind the scenes of this pandemic.
Dr. Ali Mollah, Physician manager
at the JHAH Abqaiq Primary Care unit
shared what he learned during this pandemic. “COVID-19 has been a life changing experience, it taught me to prioritize
closeness in relationships and an enhanced capacity for loving my family and
friends.”
Sarah Palmer, JHAH Communications
manager, discovered how creative her
team could be and became closer to her
extended family. “When my team members worked from home during lockdown
they were so innovative and committed
to the cause. For example, they organized photo shoots of their family members’ Video Visit appointments (with their
permission) to publicize Telehealth to our
community. I also relied on my extended family to support my daughter who
is in boarding school in the U.K., and although it has been difficult that closeness
will outlast the pandemic.”
Suha Al Amoudi, JHAH Clinical administrator at the Laboratory Department appreciates the colleagues she worked with
to tackle the challenges that came with
COVID-19. “I appreciate my colleagues
who have worked tirelessly. We faced
many challenges during COVID-19. Our
biggest challenge was working on accurate testing with a fast turnaround time.
It was hard work, which took thousands
of hours, but it was worth it to reduce

stress and fear in the community.”
Dr. Jaffar Al-Tawfiq, JHAH COVID-19
incident commander and director of Infection Control, felt a sense of community and appreciation, stating that, “I felt
a sense of comradery as we all united in
the fight against this pandemic. It has
been a difficult time, but with the support of my family and peers, I have a duty
to contribute to JHAH’s noble mission of
keeping our community and patients safe
and a duty to contribute nationally and
internationally with the goal to defeat
this pandemic. I had gained valuable lessons during this time, and I know we all
will come out of this experience stronger,
wiser, and more thankful.”

Personal observations

We also asked some of our readers
how the pandemic shifted their perspective on life and how their priorities have
changed:
“COVID-19 made me realize that we
are stronger than we thought, it taught
me resilience, strength and courage,”
one reader said.
“COVID-19 taught me that being mindful and empathetic can help us survive,”
another reader shared.
“Before COVID-19, I took so many
things for granted, a simple walk, dinner
out with friends, and family gatherings.
It’s sad to say that it took a global pandemic to shake me out of the deep negative slumber I was in, to make me realize

Top Tips to Controlling Your Diabetes
The Kingdom is the second in the
Middle East and the seventh globally in the rate of Type 2 diabetes, and
with World Diabetes Day taking place
on November 14, find out how you can
take control of your diabetes and lead

a healthy life.
1. Eat a healthy diet
2. Exercise regularly to lower your
glucose levels
3. Regularly monitor your blood glucose level

health page
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keeps
us
going
how lucky I was and how good I had it.”
Humor is a way to ease life’s daily stressors, it is a good method to help
overcome difficult times, reflecting on
that, one of our introverted readers
shared that, “I have been preparing for
social distancing my entire life, and now,
thanks to COVID-19, everyone else is
too.”
Along with practicing gratitude, staying
safe and vigilant is important, COVID-19
is still prevalent. Remember to continue
to abide by the 3Ws: Wash your hands,
Wear your mask, and Watch your distance. Visit JHAH.com> New Coronavirus
for more COVID-19 prevention measures
and guidelines.
What are your COVID-19 silver linings?
Share your thoughts with Layal.Khatib@JHAH.com for an opportunity to inspire others and be published in JHAH’s
Well-being Magazine’s “Gratitude Corner” feature.
If you are suffering
from feelings of depression, stress, or isolation, call the JHAH
Emotional Help Line,
available Sunday to
Thursday from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m., or download
our “Mental Health Tool Kit.”
For more about our mental health resources, visit JHAH.com> Care Services>
Specialty Care> Mental Health.

4. Take your prescribed medications
5. Learn more about diabetes: For
more information on diabetes, visit our
JHAH health encyclopedia at JHAH.
com> Health & Wellbeing> Health Encyclopedia.

GGet
et yyour
our f lflu
u shshot
ot aat
t JHJHAH
AH
Become a patient at Johns
Hopkins Aramco
Healthcare (JHAH)
Eligible Saudi Aramco employees and their dependents are
invited to register for health care at JHAH.
For more information on how to change your registration,
contact your local HR Service Center or visit HR Online, or
scan the QR code below for detailed instructions.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: All health and health-related information contained in this Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare company material is intended to be general in nature and should not be used as a
substitute for a visit with a health care professional. The advice is intended to offer only a general basis for individuals to discuss their health and medical conditions with their health care provider. Your
health care provider should be consulted regarding matters concerning the medical condition, treatment, and needs of you and your family.
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Ithra concludes “iRead” competition by
recognizing four winners as “readers of the year”
The King Abdulaziz Center for World
Culture (Ithra) — part of Saudi Aramco’s
citizenship initiative — Saturday evening
concluded activities of the sixth version
of the National Reading Program “iRead”
with a closing ceremony in which four
participants won the “Reader of the
Year” title for the year 2020. Three were
recognized as Ambassadors of Reading,
and one participant won in the content
creation track. The event was attended
by an elite group of intellectuals, writers,
and thought creators on the Ithra stage.
The 10 finalists at the competition were
selected by a judging committee, which
met before the ceremony, implementing
various and quality nomination criteria
and mechanisms. The closing ceremony
was attended by a committee of speakers, judges, and invitees from outside
Ithra Center. Each participant was given
five minutes to present his/her content in
front of the audience. The judging committee announced the names of seven
winners, while one winner was electronically voted for by the audience.
Khadijah Al Salim won the “Reader
of the Year” award for the primary and

Your voice

Your Voice reflects the thoughts and opinions of
the writer, and not necessarily those of the publication.

This cultural event was launched as
part of Ithra’s initiative to promote the
culture of reading among Saudi and
Arab youths through presenting quality cultural programs that contribute
to increasing awareness and stress the
importance of reading, which is one of
the most important methods to enrich
the knowledge of future generations
and entrench the concepts of reading
and cultural production in Arabic to
inspire and develop 1 million youths,
males and females, by 2030. The ultimate goal of this endeavor is to instill
love for knowledge, science, creative
thinking skills, and artistic and cultural
appreciation.

Apart and engaged
Change in the business environment
is predictable to any organization, and
adopting to it can be challenging to
some and easier for others. There is no
better time to test change in businesses than what we are all going through
right now!

by Anwar A. Ghamdi
Dhahran
Anwar.Ghamdi.3@aramco.com

intermediate stage while Jinan Ni’mah
won the “Reader of the Year” award
for the secondary stage. Khalid Al-Fifi
won the “Reader of the Year” award
for the university stage, while Layan
Al-Ghamidi won the “Reader of the
Year” award in audience voting. Nurah
Al-Qahtani, Asma’ Al-Madi, and Omar
Al-Zahrani won in the ambassador of
reading track, while Shayma’ Al-Kathiri
was the winner in the content creation
track.

The COVID‑19 pandemic has impacted all business sectors. Some survived,
and others are still struggling, and the
only advice all medical experts agree
on is social distancing. Living apart and
avoiding physical contact is necessary
for survival. All businesses had to adopt
to the new strategy, including ours.
Saudi Aramco quickly adapted to the
medical advice to ensure its employees’
safety without impacting the business.
An immediate plan was put in place
to adopt a remote business practice,
ensuring that most office workers can
work from home and avoid physical
contact as much as possible.
Questions were raised, “How are we
supposed to run the business while

our employees are away?” and “What
if we needed something urgent and
our employees are not physically present to answer?” There was no comforting answer except that we have to
adapt to a change for the sake of our
employees and communities’ safety,
and we have to be creative to ensure
business continuity plans are in place
and activated.
In less than a month’s time, all concerns were gone, as the plan worked. A
solid IT supported VPN allowed all employees to access the Aramco network
securely and efficiently. Furthermore,
with the utilization of online conference
and instant messaging tools like Skype
as the official business communication
channel, everyone was pleased with the
results. Business meetings are conducted virtually at all levels, instant messaging between all employees became the
common communication practice, and
presentations, seminars, and training
courses are all available with easy access no matter where you are.

More than 13,300 participants registered in various tracks of the program
this year, with 10 reaching the final
stage. Two cultural forums were held
in the sixth version of the program. The
first forum was dedicated for the primary
and intermediate stage, while the second was devoted to the secondary and
college stage. The two forums focused
on reading, creative writing, research
methodology, and critical thinking. At
the end of the forum, a specialized academic and cultural committee selected
10 participants to compete in the closing
ceremony.
The program had attracted a large
number of young men and women in
the past six years. Some 71,014 participants took part in the program, which
offered more than 1,000 training hours
and hosted more than 100 writers and
intellectuals from various countries.
The program was carefully designed to
offer participants a unique experience
to bring about change in knowledge
and personal aspects through developing the participants’ skills in criticism,
analysis, and content creation, and presentation.

Some organizations have even taken this chance to introduce flexible
working hours, focusing on tasks
completed timely and accurately, and
providing their employees the chance
to work at their own chosen time
during the day.
Working remotely can also increase an employee’s productivity.
A Stanford study has found that employees working from home are, on
average, 13% more productive. The
2-year study showed how flexibility
has positively affected employees’
productivity, saving commuting time
and being flexible has proven to be
a success.
Changing the norms of physically being close and working in the
same location made us more engaged despite working apart and
remotely from each other. This new
practice allowed all employees to
feel the sense of ownership and responsibility.
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Aramco turns out in a big way for top geophysics conference
The world’s leading conference
for applied geophysics went virtual this year, with hundreds of Aramco employees attending online
sessions and dozens of the company’s scientists delivering presentations on their innovative research.

M o re t h a n 4 5 0 A r a m c o p ro f e s sionals participated in the Society of Exploration Geophysicists
(SEG) annual meeting, held Oct.
11-16.

Aramco was a key
the event as part of
to support education,
and sustainability in
ences.

sponsor of
its mission
innovation,
the geosci-

Formed in the U.S. in 1930, SEG
is now an international organization with more than 14,000 members in 114 countries.
The SEG conference is a special
venue for sharing industry knowl-

Upcycling in Abqaiq
With the intention of uplifting the
Abqaiq community spirit and promoting creativity through art, Abqaiq’s
Residential and Recreation Services
Division (ARRSD) encouraged community residents to show their innovative
upcycling capabilities by sharing photos of items that they had given a new
lease of life to.
Upcycling is the process of transforming old unwanted items or waste

edge and advancements in an increasingly data-driven world. This
year’s theme was “Shifting Gears
in the Digital Speedway.”

T h i s y e a r, 2 7 A r a m c o s c i e n t i s t s
presented their work or participated in panel discussions
on themes ranging from geosteering and distributed acoustic sensing to machine learning
and measuring drillstring vibrations.

materials into new and improved
products. This often creates an artistic value and is good for the environment.

N u m e r o u s c r e a t i v e a n d c o l o rful photo submissions, all showing
unique upcycling skills were received.
These were then entered into a competition, and ARRSD management
chose three lucky winners.

1st place winner: Erum Rizvi,
prize received by Abid Rizvi.
(SR150 gift voucher)

2nd place: Maricel Mañaga.
(SR100 gift voucher)

3rd place: Vita Soelistiono.
(SR100 gift voucher)

Photographic
memory
R.C. Stoner, former vice president and director
of Standard Oil Company of California,
renewed many old acquaintances as he
took his first extensive look at Aramco’s
installations. Included in his tour was
Dammam Well No. 1, atop the Jebel Dhahran.
He is shown at the well site with some of
the men who figured prominently in the
early operations and helped make Saudi
Arabia a major oil producer — from left,
P.C. McConnell, Call Ross, W. Eltiste, C.C.
Dorsey, Francis Stone and Stoner. F.W. Ohliger
was directing oil operations at the time the
early wells were brought in. This photo was
published in the Sun and Flare March 25,
1953. (Photo by T.F. Walters)
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Palm Trees
at sunset
Palm trees are an integral part of Saudi Arabia.
This picture was taken by Tahany J. Ramadhan
using her iPhone XS Max. This group of trees
are located in al-Hasa, where Ramadhan’s
family farm is located. She travels there every
other weekend with her family. Ramadhan
works in Dhahran as a financial analyst in the
Treasury Services Department. She has been
with the company for 15 years.

